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Annals of Mathematics, 151 (2000), 1025-1070 

A Riemann-Roch theorem for 
flat bundles, with values in the 
algebraic Chern-Simons theory 

By SPENCER BLOCH and HELENE ESNAULT* 

Introduction 

Our purpose in this paper is to continue the algebraic study of complex lo- 
cal systems on complex algebraic varieties. We prove a Riemann-Roch theorem 
for these objects using algebraic Chern-Simons characteristic classes. 

A complex local system ? on a smooth, projective complex variety X gives 
rise to a locally free analytic sheaf Ean := ? cC Oan which (using GAGA) ad- 
mits a canonical algebraic structure E. The tautological analytic connection 
on ?S ?0n induces an integrable algebraic connection V E -- E Q . Com- 
bining GAGA with the Poincare lemma, we see that the analytic cohomology 
of the local system can be identified with the hypercohomology of the algebraic 
de Rham complex 

(0.1) Q ?ox E := {E V EQ X V E 
v 

X V * * *}) 

We will work with algebraic connections V : E - 0 E ? Q where X is 
an algebraic variety defined over a field k of characteristic 0. To understand 
what kind of Riemann-Roch theorem we might expect for such objects, we 

may apply the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch, with Chern classes in the Chow 

group modulo torsion to a relative version of (0.1). This sort of calculation was 
first done by Mumford [23]. Using the remarkable identity ([19]) for a vector 
bundle T of rank d, 

(0.2) (-l)dCd(T*) = Td(T). Z((-1)ich(AiT*), 
i 

one deduces for f : X -> S smooth and proper of fibre dimension d, that 

(0.3) ch(IRf,(E 0 Q x/s)) = (-1)df*(ch(E) . 
cd(QXIS)). 

The situation is not totally satisfactory because the above Riemann-Roch 
depends only on the graded sheaf E ? Q* and does not depend on the connec- 
tion V. A theory of algebraic differential characters AD(X) and characteristic 

*This work has been partly supported by NSF grant DMS-9423007-A1 and the DFG Forscher- 

gruppe "Arithmetik und Geometrie." 



SPENCER BLOCH AND HELENE ESNAULT 

classes Cp(E, V) E ADP(X) was developed in [12], [14]. These classes simul- 
taneously refine the Chow group classes Cp(E) and the differential character 
classes of Chern and Simons [7]. It seems likely that the optimal Riemann-Roch 
theorem for flat bundles (and perhaps more generally for regular holonomic 

D-modules) will take values in this theory. In the present work, characteristic 
classes wp(E, V) (analogous to Chern classes) and Nwp(E, V) (Newton classes, 
analogous to the Chern character) lie in a quotient of AD(X) which we call 
Chern-Simons cohomology: 

(0.4) Nwi(E, V) = Nwi(det(E), V) E Hcs(X) 

(0.5) H= H?(X, QI/dlog(O )) 

Nwp(E, V) C H(X) :- H0(X, p--1/d2-2), p > 2. 

One has 

Hcs(X) - Hcs(k(X)) - AD(k(X)), 
so that algebraic Chern-Simons characteristic classes can be thought of as those 
parts of the AD-classes which survive at the generic point. A connection on 
Ox is determined by a 1-form r = V(1), and 

wi(E, V) = Nwi(Ox, V) := moddlog(Ox). 

In general, Nw (E, V) = 0 if and only if det(E) has a nontrivial flat section. 
The Nwp for p > 2 are related to the classes Wp described in [5], (0.2.3), in 

the same way that the Chern character is related to the Chern class. Zariski- 
locally the bundle E is trivial. Write A for a locally defined connection matrix, 
and let F(tA) = tdA - t2A A A be the curvature of the connection tA. Define 

(0.6) TP(A) = p P(A A F(tA)p- )dt 

where P is an invariant polynomial of degree p on the Lie algebra. One has 

(0.7) dTP(A) = P(F(A)). 

A gauge transformation A -+ gAg-1 + dgg-1 changes TP(A) by a Zariski- 

locally exact form, so that these forms glue to a section 

(0.8) w(E, P, V) c H2P/ () := H(X, Qp-l/dQ-2). 

The classes Nwp are obtained by taking P(M) = Tr(MP). When we think of the 
Chern character, Nwp appears to be more natural in a Riemann-Roch problem 
than the classes Wp obtained by taking P to be the invariant polynomial of 
degree p whose value on diagonal matrices is the pth elementary symmetric 
function. The N in the terminology stands for Newton. When the connection 
is integrable it follows from (0.7) that w is closed; i.e., 

(0.9) w(E, P, V) E H?(X,2p-1) = ker(Hps(X) _- HO(X, Q)). 
Here -/r is the rth cohomology sheaf of the algebraic de Rham complex Q*. ~VLVIIVVfY 01~1 I rl~ Cl~~jJII~ Uf III~II /Vll~t; XIX 
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Globally defined connections, even nonflat ones, are rather rare. For ap- 
plications, it is important to work with connections admitting log poles along 
a normal crossings divisor Y C X: 

(0.10) V :E -- E? Qx (logY). 

By definition [8], sections of Q (logY) are meromorphic forms U such 
that fw and fdw are regular, where f is a local defining equation for Y. One 
defines (Definition 1.8 below) classes 

Nwp(E, V) E HPs(X(logY)). 

Let f : X -> S be a flat map of smooth varieties, and let Y C X and 
T C S be normal crossings divisors. The data 

{f: X - S, Y c X, TcS} 

are said to be relative normal crossings divisors if f- (T) C Y and 

Qx/s(Y log(Y)) .:= Q (log(Y))/f* (log(T)) 
is locally free of rank d = dim(X/S). Let {Zi} be the components of Y not 

lying in f-(T). The residue map 

resz, : Qx/s(log(Y)) -> (Oz 

is surjective; thus in particular the top Chern class Cd(QX/S(log(Y))lzi vanishes 

in the corresponding Chow group CHd(Zi). We call reszi a partial trivializa- 
tion of Qf/$(log(Y)). Using ideas of T. Saito [27], [28], one can define relative 

top Chern classes in a relative Chow group 

(O.11) cd(Q:/s(log(Y)), resz) E CH(X, Z.) 

: Hd(X, X Kd Z(1) d,(2)) 

(Here Kd denotes the dth Milnor K-sheaf, defined (Definition 1.6) to be the 

image of the sheaf of symbols in the Milnor K-theory of the function field. 

Alternatively, one can interpret Kd as the Zariski sheaf associated to the higher 
Chow group CHd(X, d) ([4]) and Z) is the normalized i-fold intersection of 

components of the normal crossings divisor Z = Y- f-1 (T).) One has pairings 
and a trace map 

(0.12) Hcs(X(log Y)) x CH(X, Z.) S Hf+2qT(X(logf-(T))) 

* H2+2 2d(S(log(T))). 

The final ingredient needed to formulate the Riemann-Roch theorem is the 
existence of a canonical Gauss-Manin connection on the de Rham cohomology, 

(0.13) VGM: HDR(X/S(logY), E) := Rif*(E 0 Qx/s(log(Y))) 
- HDR(X/S(logY), E) ? Qs(log T). 
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Traditionally, VGM is defined under the hypothesis that V on E is integrable, 
but in fact one need only assume that the curvature form is basic (Definition 
3.1); i.e., 

(0.14) V2 E Hom(E, f*Qs(log T) E). 

THEOREM 0.1 (Riemann-Roch). Let {f : X -+ S,Y C X,T C S} be a 
relative normal crossings divisor with f flat and projective and dim(X/S) = d. 
Let (E, V) be a locally free sheaf with connection on X, and assume the cur- 
vature form V2 is basic (0.14). Then 

(0.15) Nwp(HDR(X/S(log Y), E), VGM) 

- rank(E) . Nwp(HDR(X/S(log Y)), VGM) 

= (-1) df* (Cd x/s(log Y), resz) .Nwp(E, V)). 

Here HjR(X/S(logY)) is the usual de Rham cohomology (E = Ox with the 
trivial connection). Now, 

Nwp(HDR(X/S(logY)), VGM) = (0), p> 2, 
2. Nw1(H DR(X/S(logY)), VGM) = (0). 

Remark 0.2. When V is flat, the theorem remains true with Nw replaced 
by w (Corollary 1.10). 

Remark 0.3. Note that this is really a Riemann-Roch for virtual bundles 
of rank zero. It would be of interest to give a "Noether Formula" describing 

(0.16) Nw (HR(X/S(logY)), VGM) C Hs(S(logT))2 - Ht(S- T, /2Z) 

in terms of characteristic classes for X/S. More precisely, one would like to 
understand the residue of this class along a component of T in terms of suitable 
characteristic classes with support, supported over the component. 

Working analytically with the local system Ev (and Y = 0), Bismut-Lott 

[3] and Bismut [2] proved an analogue of Theorem 0.1 using characteristic 
classes Cn(Ev) E H2n-1(Xa, C/Q(n)) as defined by Chern and Simons [7]. 

Analogously, if S is replaced by a finite field Fq, (E, V) by a tame rep- 
resentation of the fundamental group p, then Deligne's Theorem [9], [10], and 
subsequent work by Laumon [21], S. Saito [26] and T. Saito [27] show that for 
n = 1 the formula (0.15) remains true 

(0.17) (0)(detHt(X, p - dim(p). Qe))(-1) - (det plCd(Qx))(-1) 
i 

as dimension 1, Qe-vectorspaces with Frobenius action. Deligne's proof [10] 
in the case d = 1, S = Fq and p is a character of the fundamental group is 
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purely geometric, and relies on properties of Pic?(X). In view of the shape of 
the formula (0.15) involving only Cd(QX/S), it would be natural to try to use 

Higgs cohomology and the geometry of the Hitchin map to recover Theorem 
0.1. We could not do this. On the other hand, GMi(V) is a particular case 
of the image of a VD-module by a projective morphism. Thus Theorem 0.1 
should have a formulation for images of regular holonomic D-modules under 

projective maps. To this end, an algebraic Chern-Simons and Cheeger-Simons 
theory of characteristic classes of such )-modules remains to be constructed. 
Note that a Riemann-Roch theorem for the category of all (not necessarily 
holonomic) D-modules is known [22]. It has a completely different flavor. 

It should be stressed that, although their definition is simple and natural, 
the higher algebraic Chern-Simons classes Nwp(E), p > 2, are mysterious. 
Working with bundles with basic curvature forms, we give examples where 
these classes are nonzero, so that our Riemann-Roch theorem has some content 
in degrees > 2. However, we hope the methods developed in this paper can 
be extended to yield a Riemann-Roch theorem with values in the algebraic 
differential characters 

(0.18) 

ADn(X(logY)) Ii(,Kd 
log Y)) . X2n- 1 

(logY)), 

refining the theorem given here and also the analytic work of [3] and [2]. 
Briefly, Section 1 establishes some necessary technical results about a 

Grothendieck group of modules with connections and introduces the Chern- 
Simons groups where our characteristic classes take values. Section 2 discusses 
relative top Chern classes, products, and covariant functoriality. Arguments in 
Section 3 reduce the Riemann-Roch theorem to the case of P1 (with log poles), 
and Section 4 establishes the theorem in that case. Finally, in Section 5, we 

prove the Riemann-Roch theorem for curves over function fields and the class 
Nw1 (=determinant) without the basic curvature hypothesis. 

We are endebted to A. Beilinson and T. Saito for considerable help and to 
O. Gabber who pointed out an error in an early version of the paper and pro- 
vided us with some unpublished notes of his own on the theorem of Bolibruch 

[17]. 

1. Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves with connections 

Our purpose in this section is to make sense of the expression 

Nwp(Rf*(E 0 Q/s (log D)), VGM) 

which appears in the Riemann-Roch theorem. Rather than develop the notion 
of objects in the derived category with connections and their characteristic 
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classes, it is simpler to take 

Z(-1)iNwp(Rif*(E QXs/$(log D)), VGM). 
i 

The difficulty with this is that, because our connections have log poles, the 
coherent sheaves appearing on the left need not be locally free. We will define 
a Grothendieck group of sheaves with connections which is large enough to 
contain expressions like the above, and on which the Nwp are defined. Since 
in fact, one can even define classes of connections in the group of algebraic, 
differential characters, after enlarging the divisor of poles, we insert the con- 
struction in this section. For the main Theorem 0.1, we need only Proposition 
1.5 and Corollary 1.11 ii), and not the whole strength of Proposition 1.4 and 
Corollary 1.11 i). 

LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a smooth variety over a function field F over 
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0; let D C X be a normal 
crossings divisor, and let Q (logD) :=- Q/k(logD) be the locally free sheaf 
of differential forms with logarithmic poles along D (see Definition 2.1). Then 
there is a normal crossings divisor Y c X such that 

(i) Y = D + H for some normal crossings divisor H, 

(ii) all irreducible components of H are very ample, 

(iii) Q2 (log Y) is generated by global sections. 

Proof. Fix a line bundle L on X such that L and L(-Di) are very ample 
for all i. We take H = Ej Hj where the Hj are defined by sections of L and 

L(-Di). We suppose that Y = H + D is a normal crossings divisor, and the 

{Hj} contain all the coordinate hyperplanes for some general set of projective 
coordinates on P(r(X,L)). Global forms df/f for (f) = Hj - He suffice to 
generate QX C Q (logY). Assume further that for any i and any x E Di, 
there exists an Hj defined by a section of L(-Di) such that x Hj. Take He 
in the linear system defined by L such that x V He. Then Di + Hj - H = (f) 
for some rational function f, and df/f E H?(X, Q (log Y)) has residue 1 along 
Di and no other residue through x. O 

Definition 1.2. Let D C X be a normal crossings divisor on a smooth 
variety defined over a field F. Let Q := Q1k(logD) for some k C F. A 
connection V on a coherent Ox-module M is a k-linear map 

V : M- M ( Q 
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satisfying the Leibniz rule V(xm) = xV(m) + m 0 dx. A short exact sequence 
of connections is a commutative diagram 

0 - M' M > M" - 0 

(1.1) v'| vj v" 

0 - M'IQ -- M?Q -> M"?Q -> 0 

of exact sequences. The curvature V2: M -> Q (log D) ? M is the Ox-linear 
map induced by V o V and the projection Q f0 -+ Qf (log D). We do not 
assume M is locally free. 

Definition 1.3. (i) Define 5(X, log D) to be the Grothendieck group of 
coherent sheaves with connections on X as above, with relations 

[M, V] = [M', '] + [M", V"] 

coming from short exact sequences of modules with connection. 

(ii) Define IC(X, log D) to be the corresponding object, where modules M are 
required to be locally free. 

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X be projective and smooth over a function field F. 
Assume that Q = Q x(logY) is generated by global sections and that Y con- 
tains an ample irreducible component. Then the natural map IC(X, log Y) - 

G(X, log Y) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Let H C Y be an ample irreducible component. Then for any 
p E Z, the sheaf O(pH) carries a canonical connection with residue -p-Identity 
along H induced by the trivial connection (Ox, d). For (M, V) a connection, 
one has then a tensor connection on M(pH) := M ? Ox(pH), still denoted by 
V, with residue ResH(V) - p Identity along H. Choose r > 0 sufficiently large 
such that M(rH) is generated by global sections. Define a locally free sheaf A 
by the exact sequence 

0 - A -+ r(X, Q) Ox - -- 0. 

We may further suppose H1(X,A 0 M(rH)) = (0). Tensoring the above 
sequence with M(rH) and taking global sections, we see that 

r(X, Q) 0 F(X, M(rH)) - rF(Q 0 M(rH)). 

Let ei be a basis of r(X, M(rH)), and choose 

E J ? 0 ej r(x, Q) 0 r(x, M(rH)) 

lifting V(ei). Define a connection E on Ox 0? F(X, M(rH)) by 

(1 ?ei) )= Z wij 0 ej. 
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The commutative diagram (defining K and T) 
(1.2) 

0 > K(r) > x ? r(X, M(r)) > M(r) ) 0 

??l ?1 vl 
0 -> Q K(r) - Q r(X, M(r)) Q 0 M(r) - 0 

can be twisted by Ox(-rH) (which does not destroy the log connection) to 

yield the first step in a resolution of M by locally free sheaves with connec- 
tion. By induction on the homological dimension of M, we conclude that such 
resolutions exist. 

Given two such resolutions P' and Q' of M, we must show 

E-(-x)i[Pi, Vpi] 
- 

E(-l)i[Qi, VQi] E IC(X, log D). 

If we have a surjection Q' -? P' compatible with connections, this is clear since 
the kernel complex is locally free and acyclic and so represents 0 in /C(X, log D). 
It therefore suffices to show in general we can construct a resolution R', VR of 

M, and surjections R -- P, Q'. We choose as above 

(R?, VRO) - (P? UIM Q?, VpouQo). 

Suppose we have constructed R?, . , Ri-1. Now, there is a diagram 

0 -- ker(dR) -- Ri-l d Ri-2 

(1.3) I I 
0 -> ker(dp) - pi-l 

dp 
pi-2. 

Adding a summand to Ri-l mapping to 0 in Ri-2 we may assume all three 
vertical maps are surjective. We have a similar diagram for Q, and again 
vertical maps can be taken to be onto. We construct Ri with connection 

mapping onto the coproduct 

i iiker(dp) ker(dR) Hker(dQ) Q 

This coproduct surjects onto Pi, Qi, and ker(dR), so that the inductive step is 
complete. 

It follows that the natural map p : C(X,logY) -+ G(X,logY) is surjec- 
tive. A similar construction shows that an exact sequence of modules with 
connection can be lifted to an exact sequence of resolutions, so that p ad- 
mits a surjective splitting [M, V] -* (-1)i[Pi, Vpi], and the two groups are 
isomorphic. CD 

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let X be a smooth affine variety over a field k, and 
D C X be a normal crossings divisor. Then the natural map IC(X, log D) -+ 
5(X, log D) is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.4. D 

Definition 1.6. If F is a field, we let Kn(F) be the group of Milnor 

K-theory of F. On a variety X, we let K be the image of the Zariski sheaf of 
Milnor K-theory into $xoEXix,*Kn(k(x)), where the X? are the points of X 
of codimension 0 and ix x -+ X. Alternatively, we may define K to be the 
sheaf associated to U H-> CHn(U, n) [4]. 

According to [24], [20], [4], [16], [25], the sheaves K on a smooth variety 
X have all the good properties the Quillen K-sheaves have. Recall that the 

variety X is always assumed to be smooth. 

Definition 1.7. We will also use the notation Gq,x for the Gersten reso- 
lution of Kx. =q,X 

Other good properties include the isomorphism Hf{ (Kn) with Kn-r(k(x)) 
where x E Xr is a point of codimension r, the projective bundle formula and 
the localization sequence. Moreover, there is a dlog map dlog : K -- Qn, 
induced by dlog: Ki -+ Qlj by tensor product, since the kernel of the Milnor 
K-sheaf to (DxexOix,,Kn(k(x)) is supported on proper closed subsets, and thus 
is killed by differentiation. 

One introduces now the following complex: 

(1.4) QKx(logD) := j*Kn n (logD) ==n,X-D X (log D 

- n+ 
I(log D) - ... - Qn-1 (log D), 

where j : X - D -> X is the embedding. This complex differs slightly from 

dlog 
(1.5) /Kn,x(log D) :- -Kg Q(logD) 

+ (logD) . n-1 
(log D), 

the complex used in [12]. 
One introduces as in [12] the groups 

ADn(X, log D) = Hn(X, /'Kn (log D)), 

and as in [5] the corresponding Zariski sheaves 

n 
(Kn, X (log D)). 

Definition 1.8. The algebraic Chern-Simons groups are defined by 

Hns(X(log D)) := r(X, _ (QK_ (log D))). 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. The restriction maps to the generic point 

(1.6) HCS(X(1ogD)) - Qk(X)/dlogk(X) 

HC(X(log D)) - Qk(x/dQ2n2 for n > 1 

are injective. 

Proof. Assume first n > 1. Let R be the local ring at a point of X. It 
will suffice to show that the map 

Q2-l(log D)/dQ2n-2(logD) - Q2-/dQ2-2 

is injective. Since the analogous inclusion on exact 2n-forms is evident, one 
reduces to showing the injectivity of the map 

H2n (Spec (R) -D) Hn (k(X)). `-DR -~ DR 
This follows from the diagram 

0 - 2n- 
D (Spec(R)) T- H-1 (Spec (R)-D) - ( 

-iH2n-2(D) ,' DR Ip c(DR DR 

I| 
| 

~1 1 jIinject 

0 - H2n- 
1 
(Spec(R)) > H2n-1(k(X)) - n-2(k(Di)) 

which is a part of the Gersten style resolution for de Rham cohomology [6]. 
For n = 1, one observes that dlog of a rational function has no poles 

along a divisor if and only if the rational function is regular invertible along 
this divisor. D 

COROLLARY 1.10. Let X be a smooth variety over afield k, and D C X be 
a normal crossings divisor. The functorial classes defined in [5] on IC(X, log D) 
extend to 9(X, log D): 

Wn(M, V) C HC (X (log D)). 

Moreover, one defines "Newton" classes NWn(M, V) E H (X(log D)) by re- 
quiring that 

Nwn(M, V) = Pn(wl(M, V),..., wn (M, V)) E HCnS(X(log D)) 

where Pn is the universal polynomial of degree n with Z-coefficients express- 
ing the Newton classes in terms of the Chern classes (or, what is the same 
thing, expressing the symmetric function "sum of nth powers" in terms of the 
elementary symmetric functions). In particular wl (M, V) = Nwl (M, V). 

Proof. Let X = UXi be an affine covering of X. By Proposition 1.5, 
Wn((M, V)Xi) E H?(Xi,Hn(QK_x(logD))) is well-defined on Xi, and veri- 
fies Wn((M, V)IXi) Xij = wn((M, V)IXj) Xij for i g j. Proposition 1.9 allows 
us to conclude. D 
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As a corollary, one obtains the existence of well-defined algebraic differ- 
ential characters for connections on coherent sheaves, after enlarging a bit the 
poles, and of well-defined Chern-Simons invariants, even without enlarging the 
poles. 

COROLLARY 1.11. Let X be as in Lemma 1.1. Let D be a normal crossings 
divisor Y DH be a normal crosdivisor H b a nr rnivisor such that Qx (log Y) is glob- 
ally generated. Let (M, V) E 5(X, log D). Denote by Vy the same connection, 
but understood as a connection with logarithmic poles along Y. Then one has 
the following: 

(i) The functorial and additive classes defined in [12] on IC(X, log D) extend 
to G(X,logY): 

cn(M, Vy) E ADn(X, logY). 

(ii) The functorial and additive classes defined in [5] on IC(X, log D) extend 
to G(X,logD): 

Wn(M, V) C HU(X(log D)) C Hn(X(logY)), 

and in this larger group involving poles along Y, w,(M, V) is the image 
of cn(M, Vy) under the natural map 

ADn(X, log Y) - Hns(X(log Y)). 

Proof. By Propositions 1.4 and 1.9 and by [12], we must show that 

wn(M, Vy) has no poles along H. Let Y' = D + H' be another normal cross- 
ings divisor such that Y + H' is a normal crossings divisor, H and H' have no 
common component, and such that Ql(logY') is globally generated. Then 

im Cn(M, Vy) = im Cn(M, Vy/) 

= Cn(M, VD+H+H') E ADn(X, log(D + H + H')). 
Thus 

Wn(M,Vy) = Wn(M, Vy,) 

E HCn(X(logY)) C HC(X(log(Y + H + H'))) 

and therefore, Wn(M, Vy) has no residues along H. D 

2. Relativity 

In this section we consider various constructions involving relative normal 

crossings divisors, relative Chern classes, and related questions. In order to 
formulate our Riemann-Roch theorem, we need a notion of the top Chern class 
of the differential forms with logarithmic poles, together with a trivialization 

along the poles coming from the residue map. 
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Let D = id_l Di be a divisor on a smooth variety X. Assume the Di are 
irreducible, and write DI = niEIDi. By convention, D0 = X. 

Definition 2.1. The divisor D is said to have (global) normal crossings 
if (Dred)I is smooth of codimension |Il in X for all I = {il,..., ill1}. Notice 
this is equivalent to requiring the open strata 

(Dred) = (Dred)I - UJDI,JI (Dred)J 

be smooth of codimension III. 

Definition 2.2. Let f : X -* S be a flat morphism of smooth varieties. 
Let Y C X and E C S be normal crossings divisors, such that (f*E)red C Dred. 
The data {f : X -> 5, Y, E} are said to be relative normal crossings divisors if 
for all I there exists a J such that f(Dred)I C (Ered)J and f :(Dred)? - (Zred)J 
is smooth. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let {f :X -> S,Y, } be as above. Then {f :X - S, Y, } 
is a relative normal crossings divisor if and only if the sheaf 

QX/s(log Y) = Qx (log Y)/f*Q (log E) 

is locally free. 

Proof. Local freeness is checked in the completion of the local ring of 
each point. If {f: X -+ S, Y, Y} is a relative normal crossings divisor, there 
exist local coordinates xj, y on X and si on S such that f has local equa- 
tions si = Iljx71'i, E has local equation II<rsi, and Y has local equation 
IIi<qSiTIjXjHe<pye. Flatness implies that a given xj appears in at most one 
Si, so the dsi/si are linearly independent in the fibres of QS(log Y). A local 
computation shows that 

Qxs (log Y) = .Q (log Y)/f *Q (log Z) 

is locally free. The converse is straightforward also. C 

Remark 2.4. The definition of normal crossings divisors does not involve 
the multiplicities of the components Yi, so these will frequently be ignored. 
Also, in the relative case, Sred is determined by Y as it is the image of the 
union of the components of Y which do not dominate S. So given f: X -+ S 
we will simply speak of Y C X as a relative normal crossings divisor and use 
the notation 

Qx/s (log Y) = Q (log Y)/f* Q(log ). X/ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- LX S S\V ~ 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Given X - S - T with divisors Y C X, S S, e c T 
such that both {f: X - S, D, } and {g : S -> T, Z, e} are relative normal 
crossings divisors, then {g o f: X -- T, Y, }) is a relative normal crossings 
divisor, and the sequence 

0 -?f*S/T(log ) - f>1/T(lg D) - Q(1/(log D) -* 0 

is an exact sequence of locally free sheaves. 

We next recall the theory of relative Chern classes as developed in [27]. 
Unfortunately, since we need a slight generalization of Saito's results, we are 
obliged to give some details. Being interested in Chow groups, we will work 
with K-cohomology. We write K. for the ith Milnor K-sheaf as in Definition 
1.6. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let X be a smooth variety, and let Y C X be a closed 
subset. Then 

HP (X,K) Hxn (X x An,K -q YxAn(XXA,K) 

for allp and q. 

Proof. First, by an obvious induction we may suppose n = 1. Let G_ 
denote the Gersten resolution ofK ,x as in Definitions 1.6, 1.7. Write Iy for 
the functor associating to a sheaf its subsheaf of sections with supports in Y. 
If Y C X is smooth of codimension r, 

Iy Gq[r] = q-r,Y HP(Y,_ = Hy +r(X, q 

More generally, if Y has pure codimension r with generic points j: IISpec (Fi) 
- Y then 

(Di G Y" Gx/iir x j q-r,Fi _Yq,X/lm_=zGq,x 

where the limit is taken over closed sets Z C Y of dimension < dimY. The 
proof of the proposition is now by induction on dimY. If this is 0, then Y 
is smooth; so by the above it will suffice to show for F a field and r : A - 

Spec (F) the projection, that the natural map 

-q,F 1--+ rq A 

is a quasi-isomorphism. This amounts to the assertion 

HO(A'1F K ) _ 
Kq(F); H (A, K_) = (0) 

which in turn follows from the standard exact sequence [1]: 

(2.1) 0 ) Kq(F) - Kq(F(x)) -- zE()(1)Kq-(F(z)) - 0. 
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Suppose now we have proved the proposition for Z C X of dimension < dim Y. 
Consider the diagram 

(2.2) 
0 - l zGq,X 

- 
Yq, X -j Gq,Spec (Fi) 

1 1 I 
0^ lim7r*iqAi q A*l Aq Al *7r* ( i - 0. 

By induction, the left-hand vertical arrow is a quasi-isomorphism. Also, the 

complexes G are made up of constant sheaves supported on closed subvarieties, 
and are therefore acyclic for j,; thus we can think of the right-hand vertical 
arrow as coming from applying Rj* to the map (a quasi-isomorphism by the 

above) (Gq,qF -> * ? _G Al. Since IRj preserves quasi-isomorphisms, it 

follows that the right-hand map is a quasi-isomorphism, and so the map in the 
middle is as well. The proposition follows. C 

A morphism A -> X is called an affine bundle of dimension n if Zariski- 
locally on X, A - Ax. (We do not require the transition maps to be linear.) 
The following is proved just as above: 

COROLLARY 2.7. For X smooth, and A -> X an affine bundle, 

HP(X, K ) HP (A, Kq) 

for all p and q. 

Suppose now that X is smooth as above, and Y = UiA4Y is a normal 
crossings divisor in X. Let r : V -+ X be a vector bundle, and let A C r-1 (Y) 
be a subscheme. We assume A = UAi with Ai C r-l(Yi) and denote by YI, AI 
for I C A the intersections nicIYi, niElAi. If we order the index set A, we can 
define as above two sorts of relative K-cohomology: 

(2.3) HI* (X, ) := H* (Xq,X - q, 

IT*(X,Kq,X 
y ) := H*(X q,X iq, --> Ei<jKq,yi - 

and a map between them 

(2.4) H* (X, KqX) - HI*(X, q,X,Y.) 

Similarly, we can define 

I* (V, _KqV,A ) -- H*(V, KqVA ) 

1038 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. Let notation be as above, and assume that AI = 

niEIAi is a nonempty affine bundle over YI for all I C A with III < p. Then 
there is an isomorphism 

r: IHm(X, Kq, )-Hm (V, Kq,v,, ) 

for all m < p. 

Proof. There is a spectral sequence 

E 'b(X,Y.) = @#I=aHb(YI, K) I[* (X, K ), 

and by Corollary 2.7 we have ir* : El b(X, Y) El b(V, A.) whenever 
a < p. 

Now let W be an algebraic cycle of codimension r on V, and assume the 
support IWI does not meet A. The local K-cohomology carries a cycle class, 
so that 

(2.6) 
[W] E Hlw I (V, r) - ( 

r v , ,. () r (X, ,x.) 

In the next examples, we define the class appearing on the right-hand side 
of the Riemann-Roch formula 0.1. 

Example 2.9 (T. Saito [27]). Suppose there exist vector bundle surjections 

Xi : VIyI -* Oy 

which are independent in the sense that for any I, the map 

Die-Ii : VIYYI 
- 

EiEIOYI 

is surjective. Define Ai := q$1(1) C VIy. Take W = 0-section C V. T. Saito 
defines, for d = rkV, 

d(V, ) := [W] cE Id(X, KdY.) 

Note that, in Saito's case, the Ai meet properly. 

Example 2.10. Suppose there exists a single surjective map 

: Vly -* Oy. 

Define qi = J\lyi and Ai = i-l(l). In this case the AI -- YI are all affine 
bundles of fibre dimension d - 1, but we may still define 

cd(V, H) e (X,Kd,X,Y.). 

Next we check the compatibility of the relative classes with exact se- 

quences, which we will need later in various reduction steps. 
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PROPOSITION 2.11. Let X be smooth and Y = UieAYi a reduced normal 

crossings divisor as above. Let 

0 - V' - V - V 0 

be an exact sequence of vector bundles on X of ranks d', d, d" respectively. Let 
qi : Vlyi -~ OYi be a partial trivialization, and assume A - YI is an affine 
bundle for all I C A. Suppose there is a decomposition A = A' II A" such that 

for i E A", Oi(V') = (0); now there is an induced partial trivialization of V" 
over Y" = UiEA/Yi. Assume also, for I c A', that V' n A, -* YI is an affine 
bundle. Then the relative top Chern classes 

Cd,(V', {iv'}iCA'), Cd(V, {(i}iEA), Cd"(V, {fi}iEA"/) 

are defined (in the groups H* (X, K , Z ) with Z = Y'7, , Y" respectively), and 

Cd(V, {q(i}iEA) = Cd'(VI, {(qiIV'}iEA'/)Cd" (V", {fi}iEA")- 

Proof. We leave for the reader the construction of a product 

(2.7) Ha x,x,,) ? I(X, Kd ,x ) -> Ia+b(,KX,) 

compatible with augmentation to the usual (nonrelative) K-cohomology. This 
can be done, for example, if we use a variant of the usual cochain product 

(xy)(io, ..., ia+b) = x(i,... , ia)' Y(ia, . .. , ia+b) 

Having done this, suppose W', W" are cycles on X of codimensions a, b disjoint 
from Y', Y" and meeting properly. Let W = W'. W". One has a product on 
local cohomology 

HiwI (X, K) x Hw" (X,IK) - Ha+ (X, Kd) 

which is compatible with the cycle classes. Since these local cohomology groups 
are isomorphic to the corresponding local relative cohomology groups, one 
gets in this case that the product on relative cohomology is compatible with 
the cycle product. Another advantage of the cycle class construction in local 
cohomology is that it can be done locally on X and the classes glued. 

We will apply the above discussion with X replaced by the total space of 
the vector bundle V. Replacing X by an affine torseur over X (which does 
not affect the relative K-cohomology because all the YI are smooth) we may 
assume V = V' D V". Let p': V -- V' and p" : V -> V" be the projection 
maps. We define 

W' = p'* (0-section of V'); W" = p"* (0-section of V") 
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so that W = W'. W" is the zero section of V. Note finally that the composition 

a(Xc,x,y) Ha(Vta v ) a(g K Ha(X, K WH(V, K m^K^y^ _c^ V ) , ^(^^ /-l Al)) ' 

: a(Xv X, y ) 

is the identity. The rest of the argument is straightforward, given the identifi- 
cation of the top Chern class with the class of the 0-section. 1 

Example 2.12. Let {f: X -* S,Y, } be a relative normal crossings 
divisor as in Definition 2.2, and consider the exact sequence 

0 f*QS(log ) - Qx (logY) - Q/S(log Y) - 0. 

Write Y = UieAYi and let A' = {i E AI Di c f -}, A" = A - A', Y' 
Uie" Di, Y" = UiA .Yi. Define a partial trivialization 

resi = resyi : Q (log Y) |yi -> Oyi 

If f*(E) is reduced we are in the situation of Proposition 2.11, and we may 
conclude 

Cdim S(f* (log S), res) dim(x/s)(/s(log Y), res) 

= Cdim x (Q (log Y), resy). 

Note however, that if f*(E) is not reduced, the induced partial trivialization 
of the left-hand bundle is not the pullback of the partial trivialization on S. In 
this case it can happen that for some I C A' we have Aj n f*Q (log E) 0. 
Define a modified partial trivialization 

resi i E A" 
Pi 

ordyi(f*(C -l))-resi i E A'. 

This partial trivialization is compatible with the pullback of res on Qf(log S). 
Omitting a straightforward verification of contravariant functoriality, we de- 
duce for a suitable error term c 

(2.8) f*(cdim (QS(log E), ress) . Cdim/s(Qx/s(log Y), resD) 

= Cdim X( (log Y), p) = cdim x (Q (log Y), resy) +6 . 

The error term e in the above example has been calculated by Saito ([27, 
Prop. 1]). It will turn out to be inoffensive for our purposes. To see this we need 
to look more closely at the product on the right-hand side of Riemann-Roch 
0.15. As in Section 1, we work with the complexes 

(2.9) -n,X (log D) :=- j,_ X log > 2n ~(logD) 

Qn+1 (logD) 2n... Q 1 (log D). 

Here j : X - D -- X is the inclusion. We write QK X when D = 0. 
==n,X 
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We consider a normal crossings divisor Y = W + Z. In the application, 
{f: X -> S, Y, E} will be a relative normal crossings divisor, with W = 
f- (E)red- We define a pairing of complexes in the derived category 

(2.10) QnK,(log Y) x K -+ QK ,(log W). 

Let D := D - UKDK where K D I, K 7 I. Here D denotes either Y, or W 
or Z. Let 

:D(P) :- II=pDI -A X, 

jp D(P) := normalization of II#j=p DI -> X 

be the inclusion. The following double complex Ca,b, a, b > 0, is quasi-isomorphic 
to QKd+nX (log W): 
(2.11) 

-2*Kd?n22(2) i2* ~2(1ogZ)-d+n--2 (log Z y(3)) 2(d+n)-3zog Z(2) n y(3)) 
.=d+ni_2,(2) (2) ,Z(2) 

T T T 
J1*=d+n-1,2(1) 

1*Q,d+n-(log (1) n y(2)) 2(d+n)-2(log (1) n y (2)) 
J-Z(1l) . . . 

$ 
. z(1) 

T T T 
*. - .d+nXY + (logy) ..2(d+n)-1(ogy). 

=d+n,X-Y "X ''- 

Indeed, we will show in the following lemma that the column starting with 

jiKd+n,X-Y is quasi-isomorphic to j*Kd+n,X-W The standard residue se- 

quence shows that the column starting with Q' (log Y) is quasi-isomorphic to 
Q (log W). 

LEMMA 2.13. Let X = Spec(R) be the spectrum of a local ring on a 
smooth variety. Let D = Ui=l Di C X be a normal crossings divisor, and 
let U = X- D,Us = X- -U=s+1 Di. Then the Gersten complex Gq(U) 
:= H?(U, Gq,X) is a resolution of Kq(U) F= (U, Kq) (cf. Definitions 1.6, 1.7). 

When DI = niel Di and DI = D - UJIj Dj, there is an exact sequence 

0 -- Kq(Us) - Kq(U) )Kq-l()Di) 4 ? Kq-2(D{i,j}) - ... 
i=1 l<i<j<s 

Proof. We will prove the statement about the Gersten complex by induc- 
tion on r. If r = 0 this is proved in [25]. Assume r > 1 and the lemma holds 
for r- 1. Write 

T = D1; E=T n (Uir2Di);V = T-E = D; U' = U1. 
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Let F = k(X) and L = k(T) be the function fields. Consider the diagram 
0 

Kq - (k(T)) 0 

I I 
0 -- 

Kq(U') - Kq(k(X)) ' Ull Kq-l(k(x)) 

I II 

o 

--. Kq(VU) -K qq((k(X)))) 0 4 Kq(U) Kq(k(X)) ( J)) 

0 0 ai 
Kq 1 (V) - ker(b) 

0 

1 
b 

UVEVl Kq-- 2(k(v)) 

I L 
- U/2 Kq-2(k(x)) 

1 
0O 

The middle row is exact by induction, and the top row is exact except that 

ker(b) - Kq_-(V). Also the map c is injective, and image(c) = ker(d). The 
columns except possibly the first are also exact. One then proves the surjec- 
tivity of a and the exactness of the first column by a diagram chase. Another 
chase gives exactness of the resolution of Kq(U). 

The second part of the lemma is now proved by induction on s. For s = 1 
it is the right-hand column of the above diagram. Assume the assertion for 
s- 1, and consider the diagram 

0 

0 --+ Kq(Us) --- Kq(U) - ( 

I I 
o , Kq(Us-l) 

c 
Kq(U) _) 

ker(b) 

0 0 

I I 
Kq-_l( )s)) -b l<i< sKq-2(D{i,s}) 

-... 

I I 
-=s K ( ) -- 

Kq<, -2(b{(,,p 
... 

i-=1 Kq-l(Di) 
- 

El1<i<j<s Kq2( {i,j}) 

1 1 
i=1Kq-- (Di) ' ~fl<i<j<s--lKq-2(D{i,j})- .... 

1 1 

By induction, ker(b) _ Kq- (Ds - Ut>s Dt) and (from the previous diagram) 
the map a is surjective. The bottom and top rows are exact (except ker(b) 

0 (0)). Again a diagram chase shows the middle row is exact. E[ 

Returning to the construction of the product, we order the index set A of 

components of Y. Thus, for 

I 
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we can define an iterated tame symbol and an iterated residue 

(2.12) t ti ti o ti,- 0 ...0 ti : j*Kp Y jp-r,*Kp-rZ(r) 

resi = resir o resir_ o ... o resil: Q'(log Y) -* Qz (log Z(r+l)). 

We define pairings (r = #I, s > 1) 

(2.13) j*K _Y X -x C,?; a x bI - tI(a) . bI E Jr,*K_r,Z()), 

Qn+s-l(logY) x KX - Cs*"; a x bi 
- resi(a) A dlog(bi). 

These induce the desired pairing (2.10). 

Remark 2.14. Given (E, V) E G(X,logY), its Chern-Simons classes 

Nwn((E, V)) lie in 

H2s(X(log Y)) = r(X, Hn(K n,X(log Y))) 

(see Corollary 1.10). On the other hand, if {f: X -+ S, Y, } is a relative 
normal crossings divisor (see Definition 2.2) of relative dimension d, then there 
is the relative top Chern class 

cd(Q /(log Y), resz) e H d(X, Kd,x,.) 

where Y = f-(E)red + Z (see 2.9). The pairing (2.10) induces, for n > 1, 

Hn((QK x (log Y)) x Hd(X, d,X,Z.) - Had (fd+n, (lo g f -()red)), 

defining 

(2.14) cd(Q/s (logY), resz) Nw((E,V)) E Hs ) (X(log(f -)red)) 

= F(X, Hd+n(QKd+n,x(log f-1()red)). 

We can now show that the error term e from example 2.12 does not af- 
fect our Riemann-Roch calculations. We consider a relative normal crossings 
situation {f : X -* S, Y, Y} with d = dim X/S. Saito's calculations imply for 
ni> 1 

(2.15) Cd(lX/s(log Y), resi) - cd(Q/s(log Y), ni resi) 

E image(Ki(Q) ? Hd(X,K) - Hd(X, Kd,X, 

LEMMA 2.15. The pairing 

K1(Q) ? Hd(X, _ ) ((K X (log r)) 

Hd+"(K +n (log f-(s)red)) 

is zero. 
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Proof. This pairing can be factored 

K1(Q) 0( Hd (X, _ ) 0? H_ (Qn,x(log )) 

- Ki (Q) Q Hd+n(QKd+n-1,X(log f1 (E)red) 

- Hd+n(Q d+, x (log f (r)red). 

For a E Qx, the second arrow comes from the map on complexes 

a.?: 
Qd+n-,X (log f- ()red) -- 

QKd+nX (log f- (E)red) 

which is multiplication by a on the K-sheaf and zero on the differentials. This 
induces 0 on Hd+n because n > 1. [ 

As a consequence we have: 

PROPOSITION 2.16. Let {f : X - S, Y, E} be a relative normal crossings 
divisor with dimX/S = d, with Y = f1(Ered) + Z. Let (E, V) E g(X, logY). 
Let ni > 1 be a collection of multiplicities. Then 

(2.16) Cd(Qr/S(log Y), resi) NWn((E, V)) 

= cd(Q2X/(logY),ni resi) ? NW((E,V)) 

E H(S+n) (X(log(f/-1(S)red)) 

Finally, we define a transfer map 

(2.17) f : H(S P (X(log(f l()red))) -- 
HP C(S(o)) 

using Cousin complexes. Recall [18], for . an abelian sheaf on X, the complex 
Cousin(F) is given by 

U i,x*.- U ix*H }() - U* ix Hx*}(F) - .... 
xEXo xEX1 xEX2 

Here xr is the set of points of codimension r in the scheme X, H~x (Y) 
denotes the ith local cohomology of T with supports in {x}, and ix,A for an 
abelian group A is the direct image on X of the constant sheaf A{x- on the 

Zariski closure {x} of the point x. For X smooth over a field, the Cousin 

complex is a resolution of F for F = K with the Definition 1.6, (in which 

case, Hsx (F) 
- 

Kn-i(k(x))), and also for T coherent and locally free. 
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PROPOSITION 2.17. Let f : X -- S be a proper morphism of smooth 
varieties. Let E C S be a normal crossings divisor, and assume W = f-l ()red 
is a normal crossings divisor as well. Let j : X - W -> X, i: S- --S S be 
the open embeddings and d = dim X - dim S. Then there exist transfer maps 

(2.18) tr: f*Cousin(Qn(logW)) - Cousin(Q-d(logE))[-d] 
tr: f,Cousin(J,Kn,X ) -- ^ Cousin(i,_ nd,S_) [-d]. 

These maps are compatible with d and dlog. 

Proof. For the K-sheaves, the Cousin complex coincides with the Gersten 
resolution. Further, using Lemma 2.13 above, we get that j,(Cousin(Kn,x_w)) 
is a resolution of j,Kn,X-W 

We define the transfer on the double complex 

(2.19) j*Cousin(Knx_-) -- 
_ Cousin(Q (log W)) 

- ... -> Cousin(Q-1 (log W)). 

Taking x E Xr in j*Cousinn x-w, the transfer map 

H (K _ ,X- ) Knr( k (x)) -+ K-r(k(f (x))) _ HTT (K-d a,s-r) 

is the trace if [k(x) k(f(x))] < oo and is zero otherwise. For details on this 
K-theoretic trace, see [4], [20]. 

The construction in the case of differential forms is built around an iterated 
residue. When r = 0 it is just the trace on differential forms from the function 
field on X to the function field on S. This trace carries forms with log poles 
on f-l(E) to forms with log poles on E. It is zero if [k(X): k(S)] = oo. 
Suppose next that r = 1 and locally near x the subscheme {x} = T is defined 
by t = 0 on X, and x ? W. If [k(x) k(f(x))] = oc the transfer H{} (Q) - 

H{f(d)}(Qs-d) is zero. Assume [k(x) k(f(x))] < oo, so that d < 1. If d = 0 

then f(x) is a codimension 1 point on S. Let s = 0 be a local defining equation. 
The transfer is defined to be the composition 

H- /n _ Qnot[1 /] n , Qn [f*()-] /Qn zx -x,x[ / X,x x,[f ( s)-x, 

, Qs[f (x-) [S ]s,f (x) 

If d = 1, then f(x) is a codimension 0 point on S. One has 

Hx}(^Qn) 
- 

[t,x[1]/ (, + f*Qnf 

whin-c i1 t1h l/tas res Qn-1 tr -1 
X,x ? X/S,x X/S,x k(x) ck(fe(x)) 

which is the transfer in this case. 
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Suppose now r > 1 and x ~ W. Finiteness of [k(x): k(f(x))] implies 
f (x) : s = ... = Sr-d = 0. Let ti = f*si for i < r-d, and choose tr-d+l, .. . tr 
such that ti = ... = tr = 0 locally defines some multiple of x. The desired 
transfer map 

H (LX) = [^ * 
/Ex,x[(ti-..tr) ] t* 

js f(x)[($' 

' 

* 
,) 

* Si* * * * * 
Sr-d) ] 

H Hr-d (rn-d 

is defined by an iterated residue Qd ,x[(tr-d+l.. tr)l] -- k(x). Details are 
omitted. 

Finally, suppose x is a codimension r point on X which lies on W 

f-1(S). Write W() for the normalized i-fold intersection of components, and 
let {xi} C W() be the set of points lying over x. Similarly, suppose f(x) lies on 
S. We may calculate the local cohomology of the log forms using E1 spectral 
sequences associated to the weight filtrations. One gets a diagram 

. . Hr. (Qn-1 ) H 

x 

H1 (Q(logW)) - 0 

la b {c 

,*- . . r-l-ddf 
- ) 

1lr-d 
(- d) ( (s)}(l(og )) - o. 

{f(X1)} (~(1)) { f(X)} { fOr)} 

The trace maps labelled a and b are constructed as above, and the rows are 
exact by purity, and so the desired trace map c is defined. (The point here is 
that HAx (X, grpw(Qn (log W)) = (0) unless i = r -p.) D 

Example 2.18. The terms of the Cousin complex are constant sheaves 

supported on closed subsets and hence are acyclic for the Zariski topology. We 
obtain (with notation as above) a transfer map 

trx/s : RfQK nx(log W) --+ K ,S(log )[-d]. 

In particular, we obtain a map 

fH: H (X(logf-(S))) > H(-d)(S(log )). 

In combination with the product (2.10), we have now defined the right-hand 
side of our Riemann-Roch theorem 

f* (Cd(XQd, (log Y), resz). Nwn(E, V)) . 
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3. Reductions 

Our objective in this section is to reduce the Riemann-Roch theorem to 
the case of a bundle with log poles on PI where F- k(S) is a function field. 
We begin with a relative normal crossings divisor {f : X -> S, Y, E} as in 
Definition 2.2 with dim X/S = d. Let (E, V) be a connection with logarithmic 
poles along Y (see Definition 1.2). 

Definition 3.1. The curvature form of V is basic, if 

(3.1) V2 E Hom (E, f*(logS) ) E) C Homxx (E, f*Q(lE,Q(logY) F E). 

Of course, this is satisfied when V is integrable. It also holds for tensor 
connections 

(3.2) (E, V) = f*(M, VM) ? (N, VN), (VN)2 = 0 

where (M, VM) is a connection on S with logarithmic poles along E and 
(N, VN) is an integrable connection on X with logarithmic poles along Y. If 
M is locally free, then the projection formula implies that the Riemann-Roch 
formula (0.15) for V is a formal consequence of the Riemann-Roch formula for 
VN. As an example, one can consider f: X =Z x S - S, Y = E = 0. Then 

(E, V) admits a filtration by subbundles with connection (Ei, VIEi), such that 
the graded pieces (Ei/Ei-1, V) are tensor connections with VN a flat connec- 
tion coming from Z ([11]). Thus in this case, the Riemann-Roch formula (0.15) 
is trivial, even with coefficients in AD, and the result of [13] is of no interest. 

On the other hand, poles introduce some flexibility and it is interesting 
to consider the basic curvature form condition on the connections (?N(Ox, V) 
treated in Section 4, where X = IPs, S = SpecF, F is a function field, and 
V = ( + Aidlog(z - ai). Here I is an N x N-matrix of one-forms on S 
relative to k, Ai is an N x N-matrix with coefficients in F, and ai : S --> P1 is a 
section. Then the condition is equivalent to the system of 1-st order differential 
equations 

(3.3) dAi - [I, Ai] - -[Ai, Aj]dlog(ai - aj). 
j7i 

For example, if Ai = AiIdNXN, where Ai E k, then the basic curvature 
form condition is fulfilled. The curvature of such a connection satisfies V2 = 

f*(dP - ) A )), but the Chern-Simons classes are not in general pulled back 
from the base. 

Condition 3.1 implies that the relative connection 

Vx/s: E - Q/s(logY)(g) E 
is integrable, and thus one has coherent Gauss-Manin sheaves: 

Ri f*(Q/s(logY) E, Vx/s). 
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But it is an even stronger condition, permitting us to define a Gauss-Manin 
connection on these sheaves: 

(3.4) GM(V) : Ri f*,(Q/(logY) 0 E, Vx/s) 

-- Q1(logE) Ri f*(Qx/(logY) ? E, Vx/s), 

as the connecting morphism in relative cohomology of the exact sequence 

(3.5) 0 Q( (logY)E (logY))/ < f*Q > ?E 

- Q/s(log Y) E - 0. 

We want to prove formula (0.15) 

Nwn(, (-1)i[Rif* (Q, /s (log Y) ? E, Vx/s), GMi(V)]) 
i 

= (-l)df*(cd(Q s(logY/E),reszi) w* ((E, V))) E HC(S(log(E)). 

REDUCTION 3.2. Assume S = Spec (F) for F a function field. 

Proof. Equation 0.15 takes values in HP(S(logE)). One applies Propo- 
sition 1.9. F 

From now on, we will always assume that S = Spec (F) for F a function 

field, even if strictly speaking it is a change of style, as S is no longer a variety 
of finite type over k. 

REDUCTION 3.3. Assume now that S = Spec (F) is a field. Suppose 
further that dim X/S = d and that the Riemann-Roch theorem holds in dimen- 
sions < d. Then replace E by E(Y miHi) for mi E Z, and Y by Y+Y Hi where 
the Hi are smooth divisors so that Y + E Hi is a normal crossings divisor. 

Proof. By induction we may reduce to the case of a single very ample 
smooth divisor H. As in the proof of Proposition 1.4, we consider the tensor 
connection on E(mH), still denoted by V. 

Consider first the case m = 0. The exact sequence of complexes 

(3.6) 0 -- Q/s((logY) E -* Q/S(log(Y + H)) E 

-> H/S(log(Y n H)) E[-1] -* 0 

together with additivity of the Chern-Simons Newton class Nw* yields 

(3.7) Nwn(0(-1)i(Ri f,*(Q/(logY) E), Vx/s), GMi(V))) 
i 

= Nwn(+(-l)i(Rif(H/(log(Y + H)) 0 E), Vx/s), GMi(V))) 
i 

+ Nwn(E(-1)i(R/f*(Q* s(log(Y n H)) ? E), Vx/s), GMi(V))). 
i 
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On the other hand, the image of the map 

x/s(log Y)IH -- Q/xs(log(Y + H))IH 

can be identified with Ql}s(log(Y nH)). Let d = dim X/S, and let i: H -> X 
be the inclusion. It follows from [27, Cor., p. 396], that in the group 
Hd(X, KdxY.), 

(3.8) 

Cd (Q//(log(Y + H)), resy) = Cd(Q /(logY),resy) 

+ i*cd-1 (Q'/s(log(Y n H)), resHnY). 

Because the connection on E is assumed regular along H, one has 

(3.9) Cd (QX/(log(Y + H)), res(Y+H)) NW,(E, V) 

= (Cd (log Y), resy) NWn(E, V) eC HS (X(logY)) 

c H(+ ) (X (log(Y + H)). 

Also, with g = f o i: H -- S and by our assumption that Riemann-Roch is 
true for fibre dimensions < d, 

(3.10) (-l)d-lNwn (I (Q/S(log(Hn Y)) 0E)) 

= 9,(Cd-l(QH/s(log(Y n H)),resHny) Nn((E, V)IH)) 

= f (i*cd-1 (Q'/1s(log(Y n H)), reSHnD) NWn(E, V)). 

Combining (3.7)-(3.10), we find that the Riemann-Roch formula (0.15) for Y 
is equivalent to the Riemann-Roch formula (0.15) for Y + H. 

We next consider the Riemann-Roch theorem for (E(mH), V) when m / 0. 
We show that formula (0.15) for (E((m - 1)H), V) is equivalent to formula 

(0.15) for (E(mH), V). We claim first that 

(3.11) NWn(E,V) = Nw,(E(mH),V) 

c HS (X(log Y)) C HCSf(X(log(Y + H))). 

Indeed, it suffices to check this at the generic point. Since Ox(H) has a 
rational flat section, the bundles E and E(mH) are isomorphic (as bundles 
with connection) over X - H. It follows that the right-hand side of formula 
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(0.15) coincides for E((m-1)H) and E(mH). Next, there is an exact sequence 
of complexes 
(3.12) 

0 - QH/s(log(Y n H)) (9 OH(H) -- Q/(log(Y + H))IH 0 OH(H) 

- Q/s(log(Y n H)) 0 OH(H)[-1] - 0 

which is compatible with the similar exact sequence where the forms relative 
to S are replaced with absolute forms. It follows that 

(3.13) [(-1)i{Rif* (E(mH)/E((m -1)H) 0 
/ (log(Y + H)), X/SH) GMi(V)}] =O (S). 

In particular the left-hand side of formula (0.15) coincides for E((m - 1)H) 
and E(mH). D 

Recall that E is locally free in formula (0.15). 

REDUCTION 3.4. Continue to assume S = Spec (F) for F a field. Let 
7r X' -- X be a birational morphism defined over F, such that X' is smooth, 
Y' := ir-'(Y) is a normal crossings divisor and 7r is an isomorphism over 
U = X-Y. Then it suffices to prove (0.15) for (E', V') = 7r*(E, V), f' = foTr. 

Proof. A well-known consequence of Deligne's mixed Hodge theory is that 

RT7r,*,/F(log Y') = QX/F(log Y). In particular the projection formula applied 
to QX/F(log Y) 0 7r*E enables one to identify 

HTr(X, QX/S(log Y) ? E) E r (X, QX,//(logY') E') 
as modules with connection on S, so the left-hand side of formula (0.15) for 

(X, f, E, Y) and (X', f', E', Y') is the same. A similar identification holds true 
for the right-hand side of Riemann-Roch. The pairing (2.10) 

iK x(logY) x K -. QK 
:n, ~d,X,Ys d+n,X 

maps via RirT to the pairing 

Rir*Q, Kn,x(log Y') x RTr,Kd Xy/ R,r*QKd+ X,, R^K^^ogY^ 
x 

R^K^^^Y. d'-d--+n,X" 
and 

(3.14) r(X, Hd+n(Qd+,X)) C rF(Xl, d+n(QKd+, X)) 

c F(U,Hd+n(QKdX)) c r(u + K(Qd+n,X)) 
by Proposition 1.9. On the other hand, the class Nwn(E, V) comes from 
In (X, QKn x(log Y)); thus the class NWn(E', V').Cd(Q,/F (log Y')) comes from 

lHn+d(Xl, QK n+d,'). Denoting by j : U - X and j' : U -+ X' the open em- 

beddings, one has an exact triangle 

QK -+ RT,* -- Rr,*3jKn+j/,Kn+d +dX ---n+d,X' d---+d 
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and since n+d > d, one has Hd+n(v, Rr,j +d/*K ,+) = 0 for any Zariski 

open set V C X. This shows that 

(3.15) Im In+d(X, QKn+, ) = Im ISTn+d(XI, QKn ) 

in HIE+ (U, Q2d+n,X). 

Since on U, one trivially has 

cd (QX/F (log Y), res) = d(/F(log Y), res), 

where the maps res on X (resp. X') take into account all the components of 
Y (resp. Y'), one concludes that 

(3.16) Nwn(,V) Cd(QX/F(log Y)) = Nw(E, V ).C(,/F(logY')) 

e r(X, Hd+n(QKd+)) 

This shows that the right-hand side of formula (0.15) is the same for E and E'. 

REDUCTION 3.5. With notation as above, it suffices to prove formula 

(0.15) in the case S = Spec (F) for F a field, and dim X/S = 1. 

Proof. We have already reduced to the case S = Spec (F). Assume d 

dimX/S > 1. Using Reduction 3.4, we may blow up the base of a Lefschetz 
pencil, and assume we have a factorization 

(3.17) X S 

with f = hog. By Lemma 2.3, the sheaf ' 
X/p) (log Y) is locally free away from 

Yi n ... n Yi, of codimension d, finite over S, and away from the singularities 
of the morphisms gi : Yi -- P. By Reduction 3.4, we may blow up the 
intersections Yi1 n... n Yid and replace Y by its total transform. We further 
blow up the singularities of the bad fibers of gi in X, so that the total inverse 
image of Yi becomes a normal crossings divisor. Again by Reduction 3.4, we 
may replace X by this blowup and Yi by its total transform. Thus we may 
assume that 

{g:X -IP1Y3} g , : X -+ PI, Y, El 

is a relative normal crossings divisor. We write Y = g-l(E)red + Z. We next 
have to show that the curvature condition (3.1) is fulfilled for the morphism g. 
Let S2 be the 2-nd symmetric tensor power of Q1i (log E). In order to simplify 
the notation, we set Qi1 (logE) = Q, QX(log Y) = Q, Q/P1 (logY)- CQ in 
the following commutative diagram: 
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(3.18) 

1 1 
( ~1/ < n2 >)/ < 2, S2 > ) g (s/ < 2,- 3 >) E E; ? O 

1 1 1 
0 o 1r (? E - s/ < Q > 0SE -Qr E >0. 

This shows that the composite of the connecting morphisms 

(3.19) Rf*(Q E) - R,if*(Q Q R Q - E) 
- Rif*((Q2/QL) ? Q*-2 0 E) 

is vanishing. 
By induction on d we may assume the Riemann-Roch Theorem 0.1 with 

values in 

HC(S (Is(log E)) 

holds for (E, V) and the morphism g. 

LEMMA 3.6. Let jF be a coherent sheaf on P, and let 

V: -F (- nQ1 (log ) 

be a connection, and assume V2(F) C F ? h*Q2. Then the torsion subsheaf 
Ftors C jT is stable under V, and 

(3.20) IR h*(LFtors () QP1 /(log )) - Rlh* (FTtors QP1 /F(log S)) = 0 

in the Grothendieck group of finite dimensional F-vector spaces with connec- 
tion. 

Proof. Note first that, as is well-known, the support of Ftors is contained 
in S. Indeed, if t is a local parameter at a point not in E and tnTFtors = (0) for 
some n > 0, we have for s a torsion section, 

0 = V(tns) = ntn-s 0 dt + tnV(s). 

Multiplying through by t, we see that tnlV(s) 0, so that V(s) is torsion, 
and tnV(s) = 0. It follows that tn--l'tors = (0). 

Now suppose t is a local parameter at a point of S. Replacing dt by 
dt/t in the above equation, we see that V(.Ftors) C Ftors, and V stabilizes the 

filtration 

NiYtors = {(p E Ytors, tio = 0}. 
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One is thus reduced to showing (3.20) in the case when E is a single closed 

point and .Ftors is an F(Z)-vector space. We will use the residue along E to 

split the Gauss-Manin on Ftors. Write M := -tors and L := F(E). We have 

M Q1(log (lM o)L QL) Dl M, 
F 

where projection onto the second factor on the right corresponds to taking the 
residue at E, and the splitting depends on the choice of t. The absolute connec- 
tion is given by a pair (A, B) with A: M -* M ( Q1 , and B: M -* M. (The 
curvature condition means (B 0 1)A = AB.) To calculate the Gauss-Manin 
connection, note M 0 Q1 ,/F(log S) - M. The exact sequence of absolute to 

relative differentials, coupled to M, yields a diagram (with a being the evident 

splitting) 
M M- 

{A?B {B 

B (-B(1,A) 

Mvl XJ oQ1 ? M X QL. 

Viewing this as an exact sequence of complexes and taking boundaries, we find 
a representative for [IRh,(M (? )Q /F(log(E))] of the form 

M A M ()F QF 

{B 1Bg1 

M M F QF. 

Since the top and bottom rows are the same connection, the total class in the 
Grothendieck group is zero. O 

Define 

ev : 
(ei>o R2ig* (E * Q/> (log Y)) 

i>oIR2i+1g (O rk(E) 0 X/p (log Y)) (torsion), 

^odd = ( i>o R2i+lg*(E 0 Q;/4 (log Y)) 

i>OR (g, (e rk(E) Q*x/p (logY)))(torsion). 
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Applying the Hirzebruch Riemann-Roch theorem at the generic point of Pl 
(compare (0.3)) implies rk(Fev) = rk(?Odd). By the lemma, we have, with 
E = E- rk(E)Opi, 

[Rg,9(Q/p(logY) 
) 

), GM(V)]= [.Ye,ev, ]- [dev d,odd d]. 

The sheaves yev, I7odd are locally free and their connections satisfy the basic 
curvature form condition by (3.19). Hence we have 

(3.21) 

Nwn (Rf*,(Q/s(log Y) 0 E), GM(V)) 

= Nw (Rh*(Q, /S (log E) 0 ev)) -Nwn (Rh*(Q;i/S(log E) ? odd) 

= h ((Nwp(.ev, ev) - Nwp(Eodd, vodd)) Ci (Ql/s(log ), rest)) 

= h (g Nwp(E, V) Cd-i(Q/p (logY), resz)) ci(Qf1/S(log ),res)) 

= h*g* (Nwp(E, V) Cd-l(Ql/pi (log Y), resz). g*Cl (Qi/s(log ), rest)) 

2.162.8 f(Nw(E, V) cd(Q1f (logY),resy)). C 

REDUCTION 3.7. It suffices to prove formula (0.15) in the case 

S = Spec (F), X -= P. 

Proof. By Reduction 3.5, it suffices to prove the formula for f: X 
Spec (F) a complete smooth curve. We factor f as follows 

X 9 PF -- Spec (F) 

where g is finite. Enlarging Y if necessary, we get for a suitable subscheme 
S C PF, finite over F, 

9*(Ql1 /F (log E)) -- /F (log Y). 

Projection formulae give 

(3.22) IRf,(Ql/F(lOg Y) ? E) h= IRh,(Qpl /F(log E) g*E) 

(3.23) f (NW(E, V) * cl (QX/F (log Y), res)) 

= 
h,(g,(Nwn(E, V)) * cl(Ql/F(log E),rest)). 
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We have reduced the problem tocshowing 

(3.24) g, (Nwn (E, V)) = Nw (g*E, g* V). 

Since our classes are recognized at the generic point of the variety, we 
reduce to the case where 

g : Spec (M) -- Spec (L) 

is a finite map, where L is a function field over F, M = L[t]/((t)) is a 
commutative, semi-simple L-algebra, Wp(t) is a polynomial of degree r > 1, E = 
DN{M, with basis ei, and V is given by an N x N matrix A(t) == -1 tiAi. 

Let L' = L(al,..., ar) be the Galois hull of M, with p(ai) = 0, M' = L' ?L 
M = L'[t]/(&(t)) = J-r ,L' where the projection on the jth factor Lj. L' 
is induced by t H-> aj. As the receiving group for Nw,, n > 1, is torsion-free, 
and both terms of formula (3.24) are compatible with base-change, we are 
reduced to showing the formula for g': Spec (M') -- Spec (L'), (E', V'), with 

(E', V')JSpec (L) = (DNL', A(aj)). Then the left-hand side of formula (3.24) 
becomes 

j=r j=r 

Wn((E', V') Spec (L')) = wn(A(aj)), 
j=1 j=1 

whereas 
rN 

(gE', g*V) = ( L', diag(A(al),..., A(ar))), 
1 

and thus the right-hand side is El=r wn(A(aj)). This concludes the proof for 
n > 1, and for n 1 as well, but modulo torsion. 

In order to understand the torsion-factor, one does the following direct 
calculation. Let ai E L be the trace of the matrix Ai. 

i=r-1 

TrM/L( E tiai). 
i=O 

On the other hand, consider the L-basis 

,eN,te r-1 tr-1 el, . . . eN, tel, ... ., teN,..., t-l , .. -eN 

of g,E. In this basis, g,V is an r x r block matrix, each block being of size 
N x N. The Leibniz formula applied to tiej implies then that 

i=r-1 j=r-1 

wl(g*E,vgV) = TrM/L( E tioi)+- N E pjj 
i=O j=0 

where d(tJ) = -- ti/ji. In other words, one obtains the formula Z--i--0 

g* (wl(E, V)) +Nwl(g*M, gd) = wl(g*E, gV). 
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It remains to show that wl (g*M, g,d) is 2-torsion. Since dL o TrM/L = TrM/L o 

dM, the pairing M ?L M -+ L, (x, y) H+ TrM/L(XY) induces an isomorphism 
between (g,M, g,d) and its dual. With B for the connection matrix of g,M in 
some basis, the connection matrix of the dual in the dual basis is -Bt. Thus 
for some invertible matrix b with coefficients in L we get 

-Bt = bBO-1 + do . -1 

Taking traces, 

2wi(g,M, gV) = -Tr(d --1) = -dlog(det(q)) -* 0 E Hcs(Spec(L)). D 

4. The Riemann-Roch theorem for P1 

In this section F D k is a field, P := Pi f Spec(F), and D C P is a 

reduced, effective divisor. We are given E a vector bundle of rank N on P 
with a k-connection 

V : E- E QP/k(log D), 

with curvature 

(4.1) V2 C f*QF 0 End(E). 

We wish to prove the Riemann-Roch Theorem 0.1 for (E,V). By Reduction 
3.3 we may tensor by a multiple of Op(l oo) and assume 

(4.2) E c O(mi) ? ... @ O(mr); 0 = mi < m2 <... < mr. 

REDUCTION 4.1. It suffices to prove the Riemann-Roch theorem for 
E = DrOp. 

Proof. Changing coordinates if necessary, we may assume oo ? D. By 
Reduction 3.3, we can replace D by D + oo, so that oo E D and V has trivial 
residue at oo. We think of E as a direct sum of line bundles associated to 
divisors supported at infinity 

E - 
0DO(mi . oo). 

Define 
E' = D Op ? (D O((mi - 1) o) C E. 

mi=O mi>O 

We shall show that triviality of the residue at oo, together with the basic 
curvature form hypothesis Definition 3.1, implies that E' is stable under the 
connection. Since we have normalized so that ml = 0 and all mi > 0, the 
number mr is well-defined. By induction on mr, Riemann-Roch holds for E'. 
But Lemma 3.6 implies that the left-hand side of the Riemann-Roch formula 

(0.15) coincides for E and E'. The same holds for the right-hand side because 
E - E' away from oo, so that Riemann-Roch holds for E. 
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LEMMA 4.2. With notation as above, E' C E is stable under V. 

Proof. The assertion is invariant under an extension of F, so we may 
assume D = {al,...,as, oo} with all a, E P(F). Let lj, 1 < j < r, be the 
evident basis of E on A1 = P - {oo}, and let z be the standard parameter 
on P. An element /y c r(P, O(n) 0 Q 1 (logD)) for n > 0 can be uniquely 
written in the form 

6 zn n 

S A,dlog(z - av) + E z'iTi + E Cj(z - al)Jdlog(z - al), 
^=1 ~ i=o j=1 

with A, Cj E F and ri E Q . Since V(zmjlj) E r(E (? Q, (logD)), we may 
write 

mk -mj 

(4.3) V(lj) = Elk [ E jki( a)i a) d+dlog(z - a,) 
i=O 

mk-mj 

+ E C& -(z-a)ldlog(z -al). 
t=1 

If mj > ik, the sums over i and e on the right are not there. If mj -= ik, the 
sum over ? is absent. With respect to (4.3) we have the following facts: 

(4.4) Ck',k-m 0. 

For mj > mk, 

(4.5) AAjVdlog(z 
- a,) E rF(P1, Ql (log D)((mk - mj) . oo)). 

v 

(4.6) AjVd log(z - a,) E F(P1, Q1 /F(log D)((mk - mj - 1) o)). 

To check (4.4) we may suppose mk > mj. The composition 

(4.7) O(mj) F-- E - E 0 Qi (log D) -+ E Q1 /F(log D) 

es~ Eloo --* O(mk)lo = O(mk . oo)/O((mk - 1) oo) 

maps 

(z- al)mjlj - cr'mk-m (z - al)mk (mod O((mk -1). oc)). 

By assumption, the connection has zero residue at infinity, so this is zero. The 
inclusion (4.5) follows because 

V((z-ai)mjlj) = E(z-a )m lk 

o 
[,mm kO? + (z - 

ai)mj-mk 5Akvdlog(z - a) 

+ mj(z - ai)m lj ? dlog(z - al) 
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is assumed to extend across infinity. Finally, (4.6) holds because of the van- 

ishing of the residue (4.7). In the case mj > mk the residue map is 

1j H Z ((z -a)mimkk E Av dlog(z- a)) 

Now view (4.3) as defining the connection matrix B = (by) for V on 
P - {oo}. The above assertions can be summarized as follows. For mk > mj, 

bj F(, f*QF((mk - mj) . oc) + Q4l (log D)((mk - mj - 1) o)) 

and for r7 E QF and mk < mj, 

bjk E r(l, Q (log D)((mk - mj) o) 

bk rE Pl Q 1F (log D) ( m-mj-1) )), 

71 A b mod f*F C rP1, 
* Q /F f (log D)((k - mj - 1) )). 

It follows that whenever mi < mk, 

b6bj mod f* F E rF(pl , f* QF ? Qi I/F(logD)(mk 
- mi- 1) . oo). 

Vanishing of Cik'mkmi and the basic curvature form condition 

d= bi b mod (f* Q2) 3 F 

imply 

dbi = (mk - mi)mkmi(z - al)mk-midlog(z - al) + e 

for F( P r1, (Q1 (log(D))/f*Q2)((mk - mi- l)oo0)). It follows for mk > mi 

that rik'mk-mi = 0 as claimed. 

It follows now from (4.3) that V stabilizes E' C E, proving the lemma. D2 

As mentioned, the lemma implies Reduction 4.1 by induction on mr. D 

We assume now E = ON with connection given by 

(4.8) V(lj) = E Alvk 0 dlog(z - a,) + E lk ? 7 ,) 
kv k 

where ai E P (S). Note that this assumption of S-rationality of the ai implies 
that the correcting term rank(E) . Nwp(H;R(Pl /S(log D)), VGM) of formula 

(0.15) vanishes, as it trivially vanishes for D = 0, and flY * (OD, dD) is the 
trivial connection of rank = degD. We will remove this hypothesis later (cf. 
Lemma 4.8). 
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Our objective is to compute the Gauss-Manin connection. First, we define 
an F-linear splitting a (already used above) of the natural reduction from 
absolute to relative E-valued 1-forms 

(4.9) a:F(P,4p/F(logD)) -> r(P,l/k(logD)); 

<({lk e (z - al)dz) = lk ? (x - a1i)d(z - al), 

cr(lk 3 dlog(z- a,)) = lk dlog(z- a), 

Now consider the diagram 
(4.10) 

r(E) = r(E) 

I V1i VP/F 

Fr(E) Q -- rF(E l4p (log D)) r< rF(E0Ql( (log D)) 

{ VP/F ? 1 1 V2 

r(E 0 QP/F(log D)) 0 Q1 = r(E Q2 (log D)/Q2). 

Here V1 and V2 are the absolute connection maps. Define 

(4.11) := V - cVp/F; -V2. 

The diagram 

r(E) -r(E) 0 Q 

(4.12) VP/F{ VP/F01 

r(E 0 QP/F(log D)) - F(E r QPa/F (log D)) (g) 

rep rese nt s E~- i= 2 / 1 ( R f( E i ?* represents Z/=(-1) (if,(E 0 Qp/F, VP/F), GMi(V)) in the Grothendieck 

group IC(F) of F-vector spaces with connection. We see from (4.8) that 

(4.13) 4)(lj) = (V - aVp/F)(lj) = lk 1 7ji. 
k 

Also 

(4.14) I(lj 0 dlog(z - a) = -V(lj) A dlog(z - a,) 

= (-aE A k03 dlog(z-a,)-1k ) ( A dlog(z-a,) = _ P~-P dlC 
kr 

= - AjTlk (dlog(z - a) - dlog(z - a)) dlog(a,-a,) 

+ E lk 0 dlog(z - a) (r) 
k 
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Define 

15) B - d log(a, - a,) T 7 V 

(4.15) Bk-r -j 
? { + EI o, A d log(a, -a) T=v 

Then 

(4.16) I(lj ( dlog(z - a,)) = y lk ? dlog(z - a) A Bk. 
k-r 

The left-hand side of formula (0.15) for E (in this case there is no need to 
subtract off Oerk(E)) is given by 

(4.17) 
i=2 

NWn((E(-1)i(Rif*(E 0 QP/F, Vp/F), GMi(V))) = Nwn() - -Nn(). 
i=O 

We next make some observations about Nwn(I). Define BJ (resp. B) to 
be the N x N matrix (resp. 6 x 6 block matrix with blocks of size N x N) 

(4.18) Br := (B[)1<j,k<N (resp.B- =(BR)l<v,<n). 

LEMMA 4.3. Let M(B) = BT (dB)r2 . . Br2S-l (dB)r2S be some (noncommuting) 
monomial in B and dB. Then 

n 
Tr (M(B)) = E (M(Br)). 

r=1 

Proof. Write as above 

M(B) := (M(B)k7)l<j,k<N (resp.M(B) =(M(B))l<jr<n). 

Then Trace(M(B)) =Er Trace(M(B)r). Now 

M(B)1 = B3 B `B2 ... B?rrr dBrr?l+ ... dBT 
MY (S)~ = ~ S S'"i Tr11 r-- 1 r.2.-1 ' 

T1 ,...,Tr2 --1 

For v - r we can write B = C7,dlog(a, - a). After possible introduction 
of some signs, the dlog terms can be pulled to the right. Suppose, among the 

{T1, 2, ... , r2s-l} we have Trj,... rT j rT and all the other rk = r. Then that 
particular summand on the right multiplies 

dlog(at - aTj) A ... A dlog(ara - ar) = 0. 

(Note x1 + * + Xa+1 = 0 => dxl A .. A dXa+l = 0.) Thus, one term on the 

right is nonzero, and 

M(B); - M(Bt), 
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Since Nw,n() is a sum of terms Tr (M(B)) as in the lemma, we conclude 

6 

(4.19) Nwn(I)) = Nw,(r), 
r=1l 

where Tr is the connection on FeN given (with notation as above) by 
N 

lj I k 1k 0 (r7 + Ajd log(a - as)). 
k=l 07A 

The connection matrix for T- is thus 

(4.20) <) + E A0dlog(ar - ao) 

where = (r77) and A0 - (Af0). 
We now consider the right-hand side of formula (0.15), which in our case 

takes the form 

-Nwn (E, V) * Cl (QP,/F(log D), resD). 

Since nQ/F(log D) has rank 1, the relative Chern class can be computed in a 
standard way to be the divisor of any meromorphic section w of the bundle 
such that w is regular along D and resD(w) = 1. We shall assume that 0 ~ D. 

(This is easy to arrange by application of an automorphism to P.) We take 
for our meromorphic section 

(4.21) w :=( - - dz. 
- 

=1 ar z 

Clearing denominators, we get 

F(z)6 6 
(4.22) -= dz; F(z) = a (z - a)- (z - ar). z (z - ar) 0 

Formally, with F = f (z - i), 

cl (Q /F (log D),res) = (w) = Z(i) - (0). 

We shall need to compute 

(4.23) - Nw, (E, V) Iz=,s + Nwn(E, V) z=o 
i=1 

and compare the answer to Nwp(()-Nwp(I') (cf. (4.13), (4.15), (4.17), (4.19), 
(4.20)). 
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Now we show some identities which will be used to transform the right- 
hand side of the Riemann-Roch formula (0.1). 

PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose {jl,... ,jr} C {1,...,}. Then 

dlog(z - aj,) A ..* A dlog(z - aj,) l(w) 

:= d log(3i - aj,) A ... A dlog(/i - aj) - d log(ajl) A ... A dlog(ajr) 
i=1 

-= dlog(at-aj) A ... Adlog(at-a aj). 
t jl *,...,jr 

Proof. To simplify notation we consider the case jk = k, 1 < k <r. 

LEMMA 4.5. 

6 

E dlog(i - al) A ... A dlog(i - a) 
i=l 

r 

= (-1)j-ldlog(F(aj)) A dlog(aj - al) A ... A dlog(aj - aj) A ... 
j=l 

.. A dlog(aj - a). 

Proof. We can argue universally. Consider the rings 

6 

A= Q[z1,...,z8,tl,...tr] CB = A[x]/(x + zix-,i) 
i=1 

- Q[Z1,. .., Z-l,tl, ... t rX]. 

Note that both A and B are polynomial rings over Q. Let L C M be their 
quotient fields, and consider the symbol 

S= {X - t,...,X - tr} E Kr(M). 

We will compute the norm, N(S) E Kr(L). Write Z = SpecB. The symbol 
tame: Kr(M) --+ xDEZ(1)Kr_-(Q(x)), when applied to S yields 

r 

tame(S) = (-1)k- {tk - tl,...k- , ,tk - tr}lx=tk. 
k=1 

Let 7r: Spec (B) - Spec (A). We have a map on divisors 

7r*(X - ti O) = (F(ti) = 0) 
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with degree 1, so that 

tame(N(S)) = N(tame(S)) 
r 

= E(-l)k -tktl, ... k - . ~t-k, * . * ktr}lF(t,)=O 
k=1 

= tame (-1)-{F(tk),tk -tl,... ,tk -- t -k, ...,tk - tr}) 

(The last equality holds because F(tj)/F(tk) = 1 on the divisor tj = tk.). 
Since L is purely transcendental over Q, this determines N(S) up to constant 

symbols, which can be ignored because we want to apply dlog. Specializing 
the Zi to the coefficients of our F and the ti H- ai and applying dlog, we deduce 
the lemma. L 

LEMMA 4.6. 
5 

dlog(bi) A .. Adlog(br) = (-))k-ldlog(bk) Adlog(bk -bl) A*.. 
k=l 

A dlog(bk - bk) A .. A dlog(bk - br). 

Proof. As above, we argue universally and prove the corresponding iden- 

tity for symbols. For this it suffices to compare the images under the tame 

symbol. At the divisor bj - bk = 0 for j < k we need 

0 - (-l)J+k{bk, bk b, ..., bk - bj,. . , bk - bk,... , bk - br}\bk=bj 

+ (-1)j+k- 1bj, bj - bi,... bj - bk ,..., bj - bj, . bj - br}lbk=b,, 
which is clear. Finally at the divisor bk = 0 we need 

(_i)k-{-bl,... -bk .. . -b} = (_l)k-{bl,... , bk, ... , br} + e 

where e dies under dlog. Again this is clear. D 

Returning to the proof of Proposition 4.4, we apply Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 

(with bj = aj) to conclude 

dlog(z - aj,) A .. A dlog(z - ajr)l(w) 
r 

s( ldlog (ak? -ak) Adlog(a -a s=1 k{ji,...j} 

* * A dlog(aj - aj,) A ... A dlog(ajS - aj) 
S=r 

= E (-l)-)ldlog(aj, - ak) A dlog(aj, - ajl) A *. 
kAjl j... Jr 

s=l1 

* * * A dlog(aj, - aj) A * * * A dlog(aj, - aj). 
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Finally we apply Lemma 4.5 again to this last expression, taking bs = aj, -ak, 
to get the assertion of the proposition: 

dlog(z-aj,)A ...Adlog(z-aj,r)(w)-I= dlog(aj -ak)A.. *Adlog(ajr-ak). 
k jl ,...,jr 

PROPOSITION 4.7. With notation as above, formula (0.15) holds for 

(E, V). 

Proof. The computation mentioned in (4.23) can be done as follows. Let 

p, be closed 1-forms. For J = {ij < ... < jr} C {1,...,6} define pj = 

Pji A " A Pjr. Write 

(4.24) 

Nw,(ON v, A"p, + c) = Pj(A", dA", ?, d?)pj + Nw (O,N ?) Np ,AP 7 PJ +. 
1 i,...JC{1,6} 

Here Av (resp. 4) are matrices with coefficients in F (resp. Ql), and the Pj 
are independent of the pj. Then, using Proposition 4.4, we get 

65 

(4.25) -Nwn(> AUp, + P)I(,) 
v=l 

- - > PJ(A, dA', d, ) E d log(aj, - ak) A * 
JC{1,...,5} k~J 

r=lJl>l 

... A dlog(ajr - ak) + (1 - 5)Nwn(FN, 4)). 

On the other hand, if we fix T < 6 and take pv = dlog(a. - a,) for v 7 r and 

p, = 0 we find 

5 

(4.26) NWn (R* f(E () QP/F(log D))) = Nwn(FN, ()) - > Nwn(FN, ) 
7=1 

=- X > Pj(A", dAU, 4, d4)dlog(aj, - a) A. 
r=l JC{1,....,6 

rZJ 

* A dlog(ajr - aa) + (1 - 6)Nwn(?). 

The right-hand sides of (4.25) and (4.26) coincide, proving the proposition. E] 

We have assumed throughout that the divisor D is a sum of F-rational 

points. In proving the Riemann-Roch theorem for Nwn with n > 2 this is not a 

problem. These classes take values in a group without torsion. We may argue 
as in the proof of Reduction 3.7 and pull back to a finite field extension F'/F. 
For Nwi we must be more careful. 
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LEMMA 4.8. Let L/F be a finite, Galois extension of fields, with Galois 

group G. Let S be a finite G-set, and let L[S] be the L-vector space spanned by 
s E S. Then the natural map 

(L[S])G OF L - L[S] 

is an isomorphism, where G acts on L[S] by g(E s[s]) = E g(f,)[g(s)]. 

Proof. The normal basis theorem gives L - F[G] as a G-module, so that 

L[S] 
- 

F[G x S] with G acting diagonally. The set e x S C G x S is a set of 
coset representatives for the diagonal action of G on G x S, so that (L[S])G 
has F-dimension IS|, and it suffices to show the above map is injective. Let 

xl,..., x. be an F-basis for (L[S])G, and let ,Cixi H-> 0 be a nonzero element 
in the kernel with the minimal number of nonzero &i. We may assume t1 = 1. If 
some ti V F we can find g such that g(?i) 4 ?ti and observe that Y>(g(?i) -i)xi 
is a nontrivial element in the kernel with fewer nonzero Li. D 

In proving the Riemann-Roch theorem, we have reduced to the case E 

OIN, and, as remarked at the beginning of this section, this isomorphism can 
be taken to be defined over F. Let L be the Galois extension of F generated 
by the a>, 1 < v < 6, and write G for the Galois group. From the connection 

equation (4.8) it follows that - (-7) is a matrix with coefficients in fQ. 

Applying the lemma to the set {dlog(z-av)}, 1 < v < 6, we find an invertible 
6 x 6-matrix (ac) in L such that the logarithmic forms 

6 

(4.27) E c'dlog(z - aV), 1 < < 6, 
v=l 

form an F-basis for r(P, QP/F(logD)). With respect to this new basis, the 
connection matrix B for T (4.15) becomes 

(4.28) PfB/-1 + d3/3-1 

where / := (ae') IN, with IN the N x N identity matrix. We conclude 

(4.29) wi(Rf*E 0 Q/F(log D)) = -wi(E, V) cl(Q/F(logD), res) 

+ N. d log(detc(a)). 

Replacing E with the rank 0 virtual bundle E - N . Op, we get the desired 
Riemann-Roch theorem in this case: 

(4.30) wi(Rf,(E - N . 0) 0 QP/F(log D)) 

-w(E - N. ,V - N. d) c(QF(logD),res). 

It follows from G-invariance of the form in (4.27) that 

g(ce) = c() where we define g(v) by ag(,) = g(av). 
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To verify the desired 2-torsion condition, we remark that the matrix a. ta has 
entries EZv a.a E F by (4.31), so 

(4.32) 2dlog(det a) = 0 in Ql/Fx = HCs(Spec(F)). 

5. Connection on the determinant line for curves 

It is curious that in the basic case of a curve over a function field, the 
Riemann-Roch theorem for Nwl = wl does not require the basic curvature 
form condition. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let f : X - S = Spec(F) be a smooth, complete curve 

over a function field. Let D C X be a reduced, effective divisor, and let 

V :E- EQ l(logD) 

be a vector bundle of rank N with connection. Then there is a naturally defined 
connection on the determinant bundle 

det(R*f((E - N . 0) 0 Q/s(log D))) 

and the Riemann-Roch formula holds for line bundles with connection: 

det(Rf*((E-N N.)0) Xg S(logD))= f*(det(E). cl(Q/s(logD),resD)) 

Proof. We assume for a while that 

(5.1) Rl fE = R1 f*(Ql/S(log D) ( E) = 0. 

Then the complex of F-vectorspaces 

f*E -- f* (Q/$S(log D) ()E) 

represents 
Rf*,(Q/s(log D) 0 E). 

Let 
a: f*(QD E) (log D)? E) - f*,(Q(log D) E) 

be a splitting of the exact sequence 

0 --+ Q f,E - (Q1 (logD) E) -- 
f*,(Q/s(logD) E) -+ 0. 

This gives rise to the diagram 4.10 with P/F replaced by X/S, - = T o V, 

I = Vx/s o a, except that in our situation, V2 o V1 ?7 0 if the curvature 
does not fulfill Definition 3.1. This defines the following diagram, similar to 
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4.12, except that it does not commute if the curvature condition (3.1) is not 
satisfied: 

r(E) r(E) 0 QS 

(5.2) Vx/s vx/sol 

r(E 0 2X/s(log D)) -- r(E 0 QX/s(logD)) 0 Q2 

with 

(5.3) 4 := 71 
- 

O V X/F, =- -V2 O - 

PROPOSITION 5.2. The connection GM(V) = wl(4>) - wl(I) on 

det (Rf* (Qs(log D) 0 E)) 

is well-defined, and Theorem 5.1 holds true for all coherent sheaves with con- 
nections (E, V) fulfilling condition (5.1). 

Proof. Another splitting is of the shape a' = a + co, where 

$ : r(Q s/(log) D ) ? E) Q- 0 r(E) 

is an F-linear map. Thus 

(Wl(YI)) 
- wl(t')) - (wl(()) - 

wil(I)) = Tr(p o VX/s 
- 

Vx/S o 0) 1) = 0. 

Once the connection on the determinant line is defined, one has to verify that 
one can apply Reduction 3.5 and Section 4. Take Y = D + H containing the 
ramification of g, with H n D = 0, where g : X -* IPs is as in Reduction 3.5. 
Then of course R1f, (Qf/(logY)gE) = 0. On the other hand, condition (5.1) 
implies that R1 f(Ql (log D) 0 E) = 0. Thus one has a commutative diagram 
of exact sequences 
(5.4) 
0 -~ f* (Qx(log D) E) - f*(Q (log Y) E) f EI > 0 

0 - f*(Q / s(logD) ? E) - f*,(Q/s(logY) E) -* f EIH -O 0. 

One chooses a splitting 

a': f* (f/g(logY)) -E) 
- f (Qx(log Y) ? E) 

with 

(5.5) 'l f* (2x/s(log D) E) = <r, 
cr'mod a = Id : f,*EH i- f*EIH. 
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This induces '1' = 4, ', and condition (5.5) implies that one has an exact 
sequence of F-connections 

0 -+ -+ ''- f,'VIH -> 0. 

Thus one obtains 

(5.6) Nwi () - Nwl (') = Nwi (D) - Nwi (') + Nwl(f,VlH). 

This shows that Theorem 5.1 for (E, V, D) is equivalent to Theorem 5.1 for 

(E, V, Y). Now we can apply Reduction 3.5. Moreover, since in Section 4, 
GMi(V) was described via the diagrams (4.10) and (4.12), this concludes the 
proof of the proposition. D 

Let (E, V) be any connection on X as in Theorem 5.1. Let Y = D + H, 
with H n D = 0 such that condition (5.1) is fulfilled with E replaced by E(H) 
and D replaced by Y. Then, by [9] (for an algebraic version of it, see e.g. [15]) 
the inclusion 

X/s(logY) E -+ +Q/s(logY) E(H) 

is a quasi-isomorphism. We may thus define 

Nwl(Rf*QX, (logY) 0 E) := Nwl(f,(Qx/s(logY) ? E(H))). D 

PROPOSITION 5.3. The class 

Nwl(Rf*Q /s(log Y) E) + Nwl(f*(EIH), f*(VIH)) 

does not depend on the choice of H. 

Proof. Since the condition (5.1) for E(H) and Y = D + H implies the 
condition (5.1) for E(H + K) and Y + K for any effective divisor K, it is 
sufficient to show 

(5.7) Nw (Rf,*Q/s(log Y) ( E) + Nwl (f VIH) 

= Nwl(Rf*Q X1(log(Y + K)) E) + Nwl(f,*V(H + K)) 

for either an irreducible component K of H or for an irreducible divisor K 

disjoint of Y to show that the class is well-defined. The first case is trivial and 
the second case is treated as the proof of Proposition 5.2. Theorem 5.1 now 
follows from Proposition 5.2. O 
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